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1. INTRODUCTION.
NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

Since the introduction of

quarks

into

elementary particle physics by

Gell-Mann, Ne’eman, Zweig, Okubo and others,

a lot of models had been
tried with more of less success. Most of these models do not deal explicitly
with any precise form of interaction between the quarks constituting an
elementary particle : the essence of the theory lies in the algebraic symmetry
properties of these interactions, which lead in elegant and simple way to
the mass formulæ, as well as to the algebraic relations between the crosssections of the different scattering processes.
In the model proposed below we try to describe a system composed
of two quarks interacting by means of the Yang-Mills field. In order to
be honest we have to say already that we don’t yet know how to handle
in a similar way a system composed of three quarks, so that the resulting
mass formulae will apply to the mesons only. The plausibility of using
the Yang-Mills fields for describing an intermediate boson has been discussed in many papers, and it does not seem worthwhile to justify it here
once more.

The objection one could make that the Yang-Mills fields are in principle
massless and therefore do describe a long-range force is serious, but it had
been also shown that one can introduce a mass, term, and then reestablish
thus broken symmetry (Higgs-Kibble, Veltman, t’Hooft), at least in some
order of approximation.
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Our example, though on the quantum mechanical level only, follows
similar line of thought. In the Hamiltonian describing our system we
will first add an arbitrary mass-splitting term, therefore breaking the gauge
symmetry. Then we perform a generalized Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation in order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the first few orders
of approximation. The mass splitting is still present in the final result.
Its general form is the same as in the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula
for SU(3), but the coefficients can be in principle deduced by feeding in
some particular form of the Yang-Mills field potential. For the sake of
simplicity, our Yang-Mills field will be generated by the groups SU(2) or
a

SU(3).
Our notations will be the

following :
The Minkowskian space-time: M4, x E M4 :
or x
(xo, x) = (xo, x’), with i, j, ... = 1, 2,
=

The gauge group,

x

=

J1, V

=

0, 1, 2, 3,

3

supposed to be compact and semi-simple : G, dim G

=

N;

a, b, ...=1,2, ... N.

C~ = - C b are the structure constants of the group G.
The basis of the Lie algebra of G : Q~ verifying :
will be denoted

The

Yang-Mills

field

The

Yang-Mills

field tensor has the form

and the field

potential

equations

by :

are :

and

where

and J~ is the conserved external current, null in the
Dirac’s equation reads as follows :

vacuum.
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with :

and the matrices

~3,

oc,

verify

being the usual

E~ meaning the matrix

-

2 x 2

Pauli matrices;
’

,

in what follows, we shall use the notation -; instead of ~ where there is no
risk of confusion; Id stays for the 4 x 4 identity matrix.
The equation (9) is naturally generalized for the case of the Yang-Mills
field interaction. It becomes :

The whole difference is that
mute

(2) ;

words,

now

the

generalized charges Qa

do not

com-

suppose, however, that they commute with {3 and a I. In other
wave function ~ belongs now to a product space,

we

our

where every component is a 4-spinor. The matrices /~ (ih Qa are therefore
in a product representation and are composed by 4 x 4 blocks; the dimension
is 4N :

Qa are the matrices zi of the SU(2) group or the Àa of the SU(3), with each
unity replaced by a 4 x 4 identity matrix.
Our basic equations (8), ( 11 ) being now defined, we can proceed to the
next problem, which is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian.

2. THE FOLDY-WOUTHUYSEN TRANSFORMATION

The

diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (11) can not be performed exactly
we can diagonalize it in any order of 11m by means of the

at once, but
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Foldy-Wouthuysen procedure.

The

unitary . transformation

needed is of

the form :
,

,,
B

where S is the some unknown hermitian matrix.
First we try to diagonalize H in the spin space, i. e. to get rid of the
expression containing the non-diagonal matrices ex. Let us call

so

that

Supposing that the matrix S if of order 1/~, the expression ( 14) can be developed as follows :

The

only 0-order

and

we

want it to be

This is obtained

Now

term in

our

equal

11m

will be :

to the 0-order odd

by putting

Hamiltonian will take

on

where the new odd term is of order
formation of the same type, with

we

part :

the form :

1/~. Performing the next unitary

trans-

shall obtain :

with the odd part 9" of order 1/m2, and so on.
The result calculated up to the order 11m3 is as follows :
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by definition:

However, our Hamiltonian still contains the block-non-diagonal matrices Qa,
and we have to perform a similar transformation in order to diagonalize
it completely. The case when G
SU(2) and Qa are the three 1" is resolved
Then, because of
very easily. We add to our Hamiltonian the term
the relations
=

perform the
equal to

we can
now

where:;

same

kind of the transformation, the matrix S

being

the sum of all terms of H containing the non-diagonal
and
matrices Tl
z2. In order to make our approximation valid, we have
to assume M of the same order of magnitude that m. The result, up to the
order 1/M3 (or I/Mm2, 1/mM2, etc.) is as follows:
means now

and after

developping 82 explicitly

becomes

The last formula becomes even more interesting when we feed in some
simple static solution of the Yang-Mills field equations. The Coulomblike potential gives:

with 0" =
BQ = 0.
The solution corresponding to the
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gives :

and the

yields

magnetic spin-monopole (see

e.

g.

[4], [5]), with

the formula:

Here the mass splitting depends on the direction; this proves that the spinmonopole potential is unphysical.
Besides
added at the beginning of the diagonalization procedure,
the mass splitting persists with respect to the eigenvalues of the operator z2,
i. e. 1(1 + 1 ) and the eigenvalue of the operator !3, i. e. I~. However, we are
still far from the Gell-Mann-Okubo formula, which, as we know, is quite
well verified. In order to obtain a formula of this type, we have to generalize
our procedure for the SU(3) group.

3. DIAGONALIZATION OF THE
Let

us

SU(3) HAMILTONIAN

start with the Hamiltonian

in which the Qa’s are the generators of the SU(3) Lie algebra. In the
3 x 3 representation we have (a, b,
1, 2,
8)
...

simplest

...

The idea of the approximate diagonalizing procedure is essentially the
We shall first illustrate it taking the roughest approximation, in
which
same.
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i.

e.

conserving

(p - QaAa)2

we

the terms of order

11m only.

After

the term

expanding

obtain:

and the Hamiltonian becomes:

Now, here

have two diagonal operators Q3 and Qs, and six non-diagonal
Q 1, Q2,
Q7. Let us introduce the indices A, B,
taking on the
values 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7. Then we can write our Hamiltonian symbolically as
we

ones,

...,

...,

Here 3 = :1AQA is the sum of all the terms containing the non-diagona
matrices QA, and 8
E3Q3 + 88Q8 is the diagonal term. Now we add to our
Hamiltonian the symmetry-breaking terms :
=

As above, M3 and Mg should be great enough to ensure
of the approximation series.
Next we have to find a matrix S which shall verify :

good

convergence

in order to get rid of the non-diagonal part up to the order 1/m. It is obvious

that in

(40)

the lowest-order term will be

other terms
up to

an

being at least of order 1/m. The matrix S is therefore defined
arbitrary term S3Q3 + SsQs commuting with M3Q3 +

We put this term
So we have

Developing

equal to zero, of course, and therefore can write

this commutator

Defining
Vol. XXIII, no 4 - 1975.
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obtain

and therefore

if det B # 0.
The 6 x 6 matrix

BAC has the following form:

and its determinant is

equal

to

This determinant is different from zero if and only if M3 # 0 and M 3 # 3M~.
The last condition could be postponed if we assume that the field A~, Ba
has no components 6 and 7, but this is equivalent to the reducing our symmetry group to SU(2) x V(I) which is not interesting. Moreover, one
should keep in mind that the difference M3 - B/3Mg cannot be too small,
because if it was, the development in orders of (M3 - y3Ms) -1 which
occurs afterwards is not valid.
Assuming that these conditions are verified, we can proceed farther.
We have to calculate the expression

(supposing for simplicity that
0). The expression (48) will be of order
11m2; its non-diagonal part can then be removed by the next similar step,
which we shall
after which the non-diagonal parts will be of order
drop out. Therefore, we can be interested only in the diagonal components
of the (48). It is easy to see that neither the first, nor the second term do not
yield such components, so we are left only with two terms i[S, 8] + i[S, G],
which give explicitly :
+ .fABBQs) + non-diagonal terms
i[S, 8] = (49)

20143

and

(49 a)

i[S, G]

=

Q3]

+

Qs]

=

all

non-diagonal
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The final calculus depends now on the kind of interaction we shall assume.
In the case when only scalar part of the potential is different from zero,
it is easy to see that the final formula will be of the form

e. there will be only linear mass-splitting present.
In the case when there is only vector potential, and the only non-vanishing
the approximated diagonalized
part of scalar potential is Q3M3 +
Hamiltonian will take on the form:

i.

which

can

be written

symbolically

as

This is similar to the Gell-Mann-Okubo formula, with a, b,
complicated functions of Aa, and J.

c

being now some

DISCUSSION
In this very

simple-minded approach we have chosen the external field
approximation for the interaction between quarks. Of course, this choice
is quite arbitrary : all the dynamics is contained in the quarks themselves,
whereas the field of interaction has no dynamics of its own, being purely
kinematic in nature. But this kind of arbitrary separation of dynamical
and kinematical features is all the way present in any theory of interactions,
and the actual difference between the dynamical and kinematical quantities
depends on the physical aspects of the system described and mostly on the

intuition.

Moreover, the diagonalization technique used here is based essentially

the non-relativistic approximation, which we are not at all sure is valid
for the description of the interaction between the quarks. But then, the fact
that the meson masses obey the sum rules deduced from the linear representations of SU(3) group are no less mysterious, because should the elementary
particles be composed of quarks, the underlying dynamics would have to be
highly non-linear. It seems interesting to obtain here not only the right
on
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mass formula (52), of the same kind that the Gell-Mann-Okubo
but
also
the spin dependence for the coefficients.
one,
This kind of formula would be impossible to obtain for the totally
SU(3)-symmetric Hamiltonian : it is obvious that without the symmetrybreaking term M3Q3 + MsQs any unitary transformation performed on Ho
would yield no mass-splitting at all. Therefore, what we have demonstrated,
is the following: if for any reason the Hamiltonian describing two quarks
interacting by means of the Yang-Mills field contains a linear symmetrybreaking term (this initial assymetry being due e. g. to the mass-difference
between non-interacting quarks), then in the approximation given by
the Foldy-Wuthoysen diagonalization procedure we obtain the formula (52).
The approximation is the better, the heavier are the assumed « naked »
masses of the quarks and their differences. Another possible interpretation
is to assume that the term M3Q3 + MsQs describes in the linear approximation the mass of the intermediate boson.
We think that the same kind of calculus, however much more complicated,
can be performed for the baryons constitued of three quarks, in which case
we should derive the gauge-invariant Hamiltonian from the Faddeev
equations, or the Bethe-Salpeter equation.

qualitative
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